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Abstract. It has recently been shown that at high rainfall
intensities, small raindrops may fall with much larger veloc-
ities than would be expected from their diameters. These
were argued to be fragments of recently broken-up larger
drops. In this paper we quantify the effect of this phe-
nomenon on raindrop size distribution measurements from a
Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer, a 2-D Video Distrometer, and a
vertically-pointing Doppler radar. Probability distributions
of fall velocities have been parameterized, where the pa-
rameters are functions of both rainfall intensity and drop
size. These parameterizations have been used to correct Joss-
Waldvogel disdrometer measurements for this phenomenon.
The effect of these corrections on fitted scaled drop size dis-
tributions are apparent but not major. Fitted gamma distri-
butions for three different types of rainfall have been used
to simulate drop size measurements. The effect of the high-
velocity small drops is shown to be minor. Especially for
the purpose of remote sensing of rainfall using radar, mi-
crowave links, or optical links, the errors caused by using
the slightly different retrieval relations will be masked com-
pletely by other error sources.

1 Introduction

It has recently been shown that in heavy rain, small drops do
not all travel at (or even near) their theoretical terminal fall
velocity (Montero-Mart́ınez et al., 2009). This deviation was
explained by the hypothesis that these drops are the result of
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a recent break-up of a larger drop, which travels at a much
greater velocity (e.g.Beard, 1976). Montero-Mart́ınez et al.
(2009) state in their conclusions that this deviation may have
severe effects on drop size distributions (DSDs) derived from
Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD), 2-D Video Distrom-
eter (2DVD), and vertically-pointing Doppler radar mea-
surements, and the subsequently derived radar reflectivity–
rainfall intensity relations.

In this paper, we do not focus on the origin of the re-
ported high-velocity raindrops, but we attempt to quantify
the severity of the mentioned effects, taking the observations
of Montero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009) as starting point. This
will be done by simulating disdrometer measurements us-
ing a known drop size distribution, in a manner similar to
that of Salles and Creutin(2003). Besides the effect on re-
lations between the rainfall intensityR and the radar reflec-
tivity factor Z (e.g.Battan, 1973; Doviak and Zrnic, 1993),
we will also investigate the effect on relations betweenR and
other remote-sensing variables derived from these disdrome-
ter measurements, namely the specific attenuation at 27 GHz
k27 (Leijnse et al., 2007b), and the specific optical extinction
kopt (Uijlenhoet et al., 2010).

To simulate disdrometer measurements, it is necessary to
quantify the probability distribution of velocities for a given
drop size at a given rainfall intensity. To this end, an at-
tempt is made to parameterize the distributions of fall veloc-
ities as given byMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009) in Sect.2.
In Sect. 3, a method to correct JWD data for this phe-
nomenon is proposed and applied to data from a squall line
with three contrasting rainfall regimes (convective, transi-
tion, and stratiform) (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003). Resulting cor-
rected data are normalized according to the scaling-law for-
malism (Sempere Torres et al., 1994), and exponential and
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gamma distributions are fitted to these. Disdrometer mea-
surements will then be simulated using these gamma distri-
butions and the parameterizations of the distribution of ve-
locity ratios in Sect.4, where a Joss-Waldvogel disdrom-
eter (Joss and Waldvogel, 1967), a 2-D Video Distrome-
ter (Kruger and Krajewski, 2002), and a vertically-pointing
Doppler radar (Doviak and Zrnic, 1993; Löffler-Mang et al.,
1999) are considered. The resulting systematic errors result-
ing from the phenomenon described byMontero-Mart́ınez
et al.(2009) will be compared to errors resulting from other
effects such as vertical wind (e.g.Salles and Creutin, 2003).
The effect on power-law rainfall retrieval relations is inves-
tigated in Sect.5. Finally, the conclusions of this study are
presented in Sect.6.

2 Statistics of raindrop fall velocities

The size distribution of raindrops is generally expressed as
the density of drops of a given diameter class in a given vol-
ume (e.g.Marshall and Palmer, 1948). In order to be consis-
tent with this definition, we would like to express the distri-
bution of the fall velocities of drops in a similar form (i.e. in
a volume). The probability density functions (pdf) of the ra-
tio of actual (v) and theoretical (vt ) fall velocities presented
in Fig. 2b ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009) is a pdf of the
velocities of drops falling through a certain horizontal area
over a given time interval. This pdf is related to the pdf of
fall velocities in a given volume through the fall velocity it-
self (e.g.Uijlenhoet and Stricker, 1999). It could be argued
that the velocity that should be used to convert the part of the
pdf that is influenced by breakups is that of the large drops
before breakup. Here, we will use the actual fall velocity to
convert the area-pdf to a volume-pdf because it is difficult to
determine the size of the original large drop. This approach
will provide an upper limit to the effect of enhanced speed
with respect to using the velocity of the original large drop.

The probability density functions of velocity ratiosx of
drops of a given diameter falling through a horizontal area
fA(x) and in a volumefV (x) are related as follows

fA(x) =
xfV (x)∫

∞

0
xfV (x)dx

=
xfV (x)

µxV

, (1)

where µxV is the mean ofx of drops in a volume. The
mean offA(x) (i.e. µxA) is related to the moments offV (x)

through

µxA =

∫
∞

0
xfA(x)dx =

1

µxV

∫
∞

0
x2fV (x)dx, (2)

which is the ratio of the second and first moments offV (x).
This µxA is the variable that is plotted in Fig. 2a ofMontero-
Mart́ınez et al.(2009), where it is calledv/vt .

We assume the pdf of the ratio of the true drop velocity to
the theoretical drop velocityx to have two parts. One part
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Fig. 1. Probability density functions (pdfs) of the ratio of fall ve-
locitiesfA(x) compared to the pdfs shown in Fig. 2b ofMontero-
Mart́ınez et al.(2009) (MM in legend), for different drop sizes and
rainfall intensities. Note that Fig. 2b ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.
(2009) (and hence the symbols in this graph that are derived from
this) do not represent true pdfs, as the area below these graphs is not
unity.

is related to the drop fall velocities as we expect them to be
(i.e.v/vt = 1), and the other part is related to the velocities of
small drops that have resulted from a breakup which occurred
less than their relaxation time (i.e. time between breakup and
that required to reach their terminal velocities) ago. Because
we would like to investigate the effect of the severe velocity
underestimation by a theoretical relation, instead of the ef-
fect of vertical wind, we will assume that the first part is a
monodisperse distribution. The second part of the distribu-
tion is assumed to be a log-normal distribution (e.g.Mood
et al., 1974), of which the moments can be easily expressed

by E[xn
] = exp

[
nµln(x) +

1
2n2σ 2

ln(x)

]
. The resulting distribu-

tion is given by

fV (x) = αδ(x −1)+
1−α

xσln(x)

√
2π

exp

[
−

(
ln(x)−µln(x)

)2

2σ 2
ln(x)

]
, (3)

whereα is a parameter controlling the fraction of drops that
have a velocity equal to the theoretical fall velocityvt , and
µln(x) andσln(x) are parameters controlling the fall velocities
of drops resulting from breakups of drops of a given size. To
reduce the number of parameters in the given pdf, we will
assume thatσ 2

ln(x) = βµln(x). Based on inspection of Fig. 2b
of Montero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009) (see Fig.1), we estimate
the value ofβ to be approximately 0.1.

The remaining parameters,α and µln(x), will of course de-
pend on either the considered drop diameterD or the rain-
fall intensityR, or on both. We will estimate the parameter
µln(x) based on the observation that the mean of the veloci-
ties of fragments of drops in a volume should be between that
of large drops (before break-up) and the theoretical terminal
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Fig. 2. Fits of relations betweenD and µxA for different rainfall
intensities to data from Fig. 2a ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009),
with 2-DC and 2-DP indicating the different instruments that were
used.

fall velocities of the fragments. We will assume here that this
mean velocity should be approximately half of that of large
drops, which we assume to bevmax= 9 m s−1 (e.g. Beard,
1976). This mean velocity is larger than the theoretical ter-
minal fall velocities of drops with diameters smaller than
1 mm. This yields a mean of the lognormal part offA(x)

of 2.79. Figure1 shows that the resultingfA(x) corresponds
nicely with the distribution in Fig. 2b ofMontero-Mart́ınez
et al.(2009), where the part related to the high-velocity small
drops has a mean between approximately 2.5 and 3. The pa-
rameter µln(x) can be computed using

µln(x) =
1

1+
1
2β

ln

(
vmax

2vt (D)

)
. (4)

The relation between the parameterα and µxA (the quan-
tity given in Fig. 2a ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al., 2009) can be
derived using Eqs. (2) and (3).

α =
µxAE[x] −E

[
x2

]
µxAE[x] −E

[
x2

]
−µxA +1

, (5)

where

E[x] = exp

[(
1+

1

2
β

)
µln(x)

]
(6)

E
[
x2

]
= exp

[
(2+2β)µln(x)

]
. (7)

The dependence of the parameterα onD andR is computed
by determining the relations between µxA (or v/vt ) andD

andR from Fig. 2a ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009). We
have assumed a power-law dependence between µxA andD,
with the coefficient determined such that µxA = 1 for D =

0.6 mm. The exponent is related toR through another power
law. The resulting function is given by

µxA =


(

D

D1

)aµ(R−R1)
bµ

if R >R1
∧

D <D1

1 if R ≤ R1
∨

D ≥ D1,

(8)

whereD1 = 0.6 mm andR1 = 2.5 mm h−1. Figure2 shows
the results of these fits. The dependence of the slopes of
these lines onR can be derived deterministically, as there are
only two data points (slopes of theR = 10 mm h−1 andR =

70 mm h−1 lines) to fit a two-parameter (aµ andbµ) relation.

The resulting parameters areaµ = −0.8892 (mm h−1)−bµ

andbµ = 0.1365.
It is clear from Fig. 2b ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009)

(see also Fig.1) that the monodisperse part of the distribution
(i.e. the Dirac delta function) is different from the actual ve-
locity distribution, which looks more like a normal distribu-
tion than a Dirac delta function. This is probably due to drop
velocity variations due to fluctuations in vertical air velocity.
However, because we would like to quantify the effect of the
fragmentation phenomenon described byMontero-Mart́ınez
et al.(2009), the monodisperse distribution will be employed
as a limiting case nonetheless. To investigate the relative im-
portance of vertical wind variations we will also consider a
distribution where the the Dirac delta function in Eq. (3) has
been replaced by a normal distribution with mean 1 and stan-
dard deviationσ = σv/vt (D). We assume that the variations
in vertical drop velocity due to vertical air velocity fluctua-
tions do not depend on drop size (butσ does throughvt (D)).
This is based on the assumption that all drops are passive
tracers of the wind field, the validity of which will decrease
with drop size. However, insufficient information is available
to derive relations betweenσv andD. We have derived the
value ofσv = 0.3 m s−1 from Fig. 2b ofMontero-Mart́ınez
et al. (2009) (see also Fig.1). Note that this value is rather
small compared to the values reported bySalles and Creutin
(2003), i.e.σv≥0.6 m s−1. This is probably due to the restric-
tion to calm conditions (wind speeds≤2 m s−1) of the data
used byMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009). The same normal
distribution without the lognormal part of the distribution is
used as a reference. The theoretical fall velocity corresponds
to the assumption of a monodisperse velocity ratio distribu-
tion at 1. This last distribution will also be used as a refer-
ence. The four distributions used are listed in Table1, along
with labels ((i) through (iv)) used in the remainder of this
paper.

3 Correction for Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer
measurements

In the present and subsequent sections, we will analyse the
effect of the reported high-speed small raindrops on disdrom-
eter measurements. The analyses will first be focused on the
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Table 1. Distributions of velocity ratios used throughout this paper, with the corresponding assumptions regarding the presence of the effects
of high-speed small drops and turbulence-induced variations in fall velocities.

label distribution assumptions

(i) monodisperse distribution no high-speed small drops, no turbulence
(ii) normal distribution no high-speed small drops, turbulence
(iii) monodisperse + lognormal distribution high-speed small drops, no turbulence
(iv) normal + lognormal distribution high-speed small drops, turbulence

effect on derived DSDs, and later on the power-law rain-
fall retrieval relations derived from these DSDs used in re-
mote sensing. The three remote sensing variables that will
be considered in this paper are the radar reflectivity factorZ

(mm6 m−3), the specific attenuation of a 27-GHz microwave
signalk27 (dB km−1), and the specific optical extinctionkopt
(dB km−1). These bulk rainfall variables and the rainfall in-
tensity are determined from the drop size distributionNV (D)

(mm−1 m−3) according to

R = 6π ×10−4
∫ Dmax

0
vt (D)D3NV (D)dD (9)

Z =

∫ Dmax

0
D6NV (D)dD (10)

k27 =
0.01

ln(10)

∫ Dmax

0
Qext(D)NV (D)dD (11)

kopt =
0.01π

2ln(10)

∫ Dmax

0
D2NV (D)dD, (12)

whereQext(D) (mm2) is the extinction cross-section of a
drop at 27 GHz, which can be computed using the T-matrix
method (e.g.Mishchenko, 2000). Simulated DSDs are trun-
cated atDmax= 5.5 mm for computingR, Z, k27, andkopt,
as this is the maximum drop diameter measured by the Joss-
Waldvogel disdrometer (JWD).

A Joss-waldvogel disdrometer (JWD) measures raindrop
sizes through their impact on a styrofoam cone. The signal
U caused by a raindrop falling on the JWD is a function of
raindrop diameter and fall velocity through

U ∼ Davb. (13)

U is effectively the result of a combination of 1) the mo-
mentum (a = 3 andb = 1); 2) the kinetic energy (a = 3 and
b = 2); and 3) the peak of the impact (a = 2 andb = 2) of
the drop. If we assume that Eq. (13) and the values ofa and
b hold perfectly, the diameter estimated by the JWD (DJWD)
is related to the true diameter through (Salles and Creutin,
2003)

DJWD= D

(
v

vt

)b/a

. (14)

Joss and Waldvogel(1977) state that the empirical power-
law relation betweenU andD will vary with the drop diam-
eter, with the largest values of the exponent (4.3) occurring at

small raindrops. Using the power-law approximation to the
vt (D) relation byAtlas and Ulbrich(1977) (i.e. v ∼ D0.67),
we can conclude that for small drops (the main focus of this
paper)U is mostly a function of kinetic energy (a = 3 and
b = 2, yielding an exponent of 4.34 for theU −D relation).
We will therefore use these values ofa andb in subsequent
analyses.

3.1 Correction method

Given the velocity ratio distributions derived in Sect.2, it is
possible to correct for the effect of high-velocity small drops
in DSD measurements. Here, we focus on correcting DSDs
measured by a JWD. The JWD has 20 diameter classes be-
tween 0.3 mm and 5.5 mm, with class widths of 0.1 mm for
diameters belowD1 = 0.6 mm (the diameter above which we
assume all drops to fall at their theoretical terminal fall ve-
locity, see Sect.2, Fig. 2, and Fig. 2a ofMontero-Mart́ınez
et al., 2009). The contribution of drops with diameters within
a given diameter class will, because of modified velocities,
contribute to all of the diameter classes. If we denote the true
numbers of drops per diameter class by the vectorN , and
those measured by the JWD asNJWD, the relation between
the two can be expressed by

NJWD= AN , (15)

whereA is a matrix with elementsAij containing the weights
of the different contributions of drops of classi to JWD-
measured drops of classj . This can easily be inverted

N = A−1NJWD. (16)

Because the correction scheme depends on the rainfall inten-
sity R (see Eq.8), and the corrected DSD will yield a differ-
entR than the original, iteration of the method is required. In
this iteration the rainfall intensity is varied until it converges
to theR resulting from the corrected DSD.

It should be noted that the correction method of Eq. (16)
could potentially yield negative drop concentrations. These
negative concentrations are set to zero. Correcting for high-
speed small drops can therefore lead to higher values of bulk
rainfall variables.

Because the diameter classes have finite widths, it is not
known how drop diameters are distributed within this class.
We therefore computeA in three different ways, (1) the drops
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Fig. 3. Timeseries of bulk rainfall variables (R, Z, k27, andkopt) derived from the Goodwin Creek JWD dataset for the event of May 27,
1997, with the convective (C), transition (T), and stratiform (S) regions (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003) indicated. The variables are computed from
uncorrected and corrected DSDs, where the three methods of correcting described in Sect.3.1are depicted. Method (1) corresponds to the
dashed red line (corrected), and the range between methods (2) and (3) is depicted by the shaded ares (range).

are assumed to be uniformly distributed in each diameter
class, (2) all drops are assumed to have diameters equal to the
lower limit of their corresponding class, and (3) all drops are
assumed to have diameters equal to the upper limit of their
corresponding class. Methods (2) and (3) are hence limit-
ing cases, which will yield a band of possible corrections. It
should be noted that finite diameter class widths of any dis-
drometer will cause uncertainties in any analysis carried out
with disdrometer data because of precisely this reason.

3.2 Application to JWD data

The correction method proposed above is applied to data
collected in a rainfall event on 27 May 1997 in the Good-
win Creek experimental watershed in northern Mississippi.
These data have been thoroughly analyzed byUijlenhoet
et al.(2003), who have divided the dataset into three periods:
convective (C), transition (T), and stratiform (S). Figure3
shows the effect of the corrections described in Sect.3.1ap-
plied to four bulk rainfall variables for the event on May 27,
1997. To show the effect of the different assumptions re-
garding the distribution of drop diameters within diameter
classes on the correction method, the range between correc-
tion methods (2) and (3) is shown as a shaded area. It is
clear from Fig.3 that for R, k27, andZ, the largest part of
the band is generally below the line corresponding to a uni-
form distribution of drop sizes within each class. Forkopt,

the largest part of the band is above it. Becausekopt is a low
order moment (2nd order) of the DSD, it is very sensitive to
the concentration of small drops. If all drops are assumed
to be at the lower edge of the drop size class, the correction
may yield a much larger number of small drops, whereas the
correction may not have any effect if all drops are assumed
to be at the upper edge of the class. This is particularly the
case for low rainfall intensities (but above 2.5 mm h−1) be-
cause (1) small drops generally dominate at these intensities,
and (2) the effect of the correction may be limited so that
the difference between the assumed distributions within drop
classes is largest. It is clear from this figure that the correc-
tion has very little effect on all bulk rainfall variables consid-
ered. The effect of the different assumptions regarding the
distribution of drops within each diameter class is only im-
portant for specific optical extinctionkopt in the stratiform
and especially the transition regions of the event. This is to
be expected askopt depends more on small drops than the
other bulk variables considered. In the analyses presented in
the remainder of this paper we will therefore only consider
JWD data corrected using method (1).

As in Uijlenhoet et al.(2003), we will apply the scaling-
law formalism proposed bySempere Torres et al.(1994) to
these DSDs. In short, the drop size distributionNV (D) is
expressed as

NV (D) = 9αg
(
9−βD

)
, (17)

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/6807/2010/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10, 6807–6818, 2010
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Table 2. Results of scaling analyses performed on the Goodwin Creek dataset for the three different regions within the event: convective
(C); transition (T); and stratiform (S). Results are shown for corrected and uncorrected (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003) JWD data.

storm JWD scaling exponential DSD gamma DSD

type data α β r2 κ λ r2 κ λ µ r2

C
uncorrected 0.186 0.174 0.998 5.47×103 3.90 0.273 3.73×104 5.66 2.11 0.592
corrected 0.170 0.178 0.997 5.27×103 3.87 0.180 2.88×104 5.43 1.88 0.265

T
uncorrected −0.061 0.227 1.000 1.19×104 4.61 0.609 2.40×106 9.54 5.00 0.812
corrected −0.062 0.227 0.996 1.17×104 4.59 0.709 7.13×105 8.39 3.87 0.770

S
uncorrected 0.199 0.171 1.000 2.09×103 3.17 0.777 9.67×103 4.65 2.17 0.794
corrected 0.071 0.199 0.999 2.30×103 3.24 0.658 5.88×103 4.13 1.29 0.645

where9 is a moment ofNV (D), and the shape ofg(y) deter-
mines the shape of the DSD. It should be noted that the scal-
ing exponentsα andβ do not depend on the functional form
of g(y), as they are determined from the moments ofNV (D).
The reader is referred toSempere Torres et al.(1994) andUi-
jlenhoet et al.(2003) for more details regarding this scaling-
law formalism. In this paper, we will consider the gamma
distribution (Ulbrich, 1983) and the exponential distribution
(Marshall and Palmer, 1948), which is a special case of the
gamma distribution (µ=0)

NV (D) = N0D
µe−3D. (18)

The functional form ofg(y) from Eq. (17) that corresponds
to this distribution is given by

g(y) = κyµe−λy . (19)

And the gamma-DSD parametersN0 and 3 can hence be
expressed as

N0 = κ9α−µβ (20)

3 = λ9−β . (21)

For each of these periods in the event defined byUijlen-
hoet et al.(2003) (convective, transition, and stratiform) the
scaling-law formalism has been applied to derive parameters
for both exponential and gamma DSDs. In these analyses (as
in Uijlenhoet et al., 2003) the scaling is carried out with re-
spect to the 3.67th moment ofNV (D), R̂. This moment is
the rainfall intensity corresponding to thevt (D) relation by
Atlas and Ulbrich(1977) (i.e.v = 3.778D0.67)

R̂ = 6π ×10−4
×3.778

∫
∞

0
D3.67NV (D)dD. (22)

These scaling analyses are repeated here using the corrected
DSDs, the results of which are compared to those obtained
by Uijlenhoet et al.(2003).

Table2 shows the results of these scaling analyses with the
corrected JWD data. It is clear from this table that in terms
of scaling exponents, the correction of the JWD data only

has a significant effect on the stratiform part of the event.
After correction, values ofα decrease, whereas values ofβ

increase, indicating that rainfall variation is more controlled
by variation in drop sizes rather than variation in numbers
of drops. The exponential DSD parameters are seen to be
only slightly affected by the correction. The most dramatic
effect of correcting the JWD data for high-speed small drops
is seen in the µ-parameter of the gamma distributions. Espe-
cially for the transition and stratiform parts of the event the
µ-parameter decreases, indicating a more exponential shape
of the scaled DSD. In the remainder of this paper, we assume
that the parameters determined using the corrected JWD data
are valid.

4 Simulation of disdrometer measurements

We investigate the effect of the observed deviation from the-
oretical fall velocities on bulk rainfall variables derived from
measurements by different disdrometers, and on the derived
power-law relations between such variables. The theoret-
ical terminal fall velocities of drops are derived using the
semi-empirical relations byBeard(1976), with a tempera-
ture of 288.16 K and a pressure of 101 300 Pa. For these
simulations we assume that the raindrop size distributions
(DSD) are gamma distributions (see Eq. (18)) with param-
eters from Table2. Power-law relations betweenR on the
one hand andZ, k27,andkopt on the other are fitted by linear
regression of the logarithms of these variables. For these fits,
100 evenly spaced rainfall intensities between 1 mm h−1 and
100 mm h−1 are used.

4.1 Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer

We simulate JWD measurements using the methodology pre-
sented bySalles and Creutin(2003). Drop impacts on the
styrofoam cone are computed from drop sizes and velocities
(see Sect.3). These drop impacts are then interpreted as if all
drop velocities are the theoretical ones to obtain DSDs. The
JWD measuresNA(D), and hencefA(x) (see Eq.1) will be
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of DSDs derived using simulated measurements from a JWD, using underlying gamma DSDs for the three different
types of rainfall. Results are shown for the four velocity ratio distributions listed in Table1. Analyses are shown forR = 10 mm h−1 (top
panels) andR = 100 mm h−1 (bottom panels).

used as the distribution of velocity ratios for the simulations.
For DSD simulation purposes, we will assume that the JWD
has infinitesimal diameter classes. In reality, this is not the
case, and the minimum diameter that can be detected by a
JWD is 0.3 mm. The true JWD diameter classes will be taken
into account in the computation of bulk rainfall variables (i.e.
R, Z, k27, andkopt).

Figure 4 shows comparisons of DSDs derived from a
JWD given the different distributions of velocity ratios
(see Table1) for gamma DSDs characteristic of convec-
tive, transition, and stratiform rain, and for rainfall in-
tensities of 10 mm h−1 and 100 mm h−1 (note that below
R1 = 2.5 mm h−1 there is no effect of high-velocity small
raindrops). It is clear from this figure that the effect of
high-velocity small drops is more pronounced than that of
turbulence-induced variations in raindrop fall velocities. The
expected decrease of numbers of small drops and increase of
numbers of larger drops is clearly visible, especially for con-
vective and stratiform rain. It should be noted, however, that
for stratiform rain, intensities of 100 mm h−1 are highly un-
likely. Nevertheless, the effect is clearly visible for stratiform
rain at 10 m h−1.

4.2 2-D Video Distrometer

The 2-D Video Distrometer (2DVD, see e.g.Kruger and Kra-
jewski, 2002) is capable of measuring drop diameters, drop
fall velocities, and the shape of drops (often summarized as
an aspect ratio). Because it uses two parallel sheets of light,
it suffers from so-called mismatching (a drop seen by the first
sheet of light is matched to a different drop seen by the sec-

ond sheet of light), which yields errors in drop shapes and
velocities. A method to overcome this problem is by using a
drop size-velocity filter. In 2DVD data preprocessing, a fil-
ter is often employed such that the measured velocity of a
given drop is within 40% of the theoretical terminal velocity
of a drop with that diameter (Thurai and Bringi, 2005). Here
we will investigate the effect of this filter on DSDs retrieved
from simulated 2DVD measurements for the distributions of
velocities given in Sect.2. We will not consider the effect of
drop size classes for the 2DVD, as these are only 0.01 mm
wide. Like the JWD, the 2DVD measures drops arriving at a
surface, and hencefA(x) (Eq.1) will be used as the distribu-
tion of velocity ratios for the simulations of 2DVD measure-
ments.

Figure 5 shows comparisons of DSDs derived from a
2DVD given the different distributions of velocity ratios
(see Table1) for gamma DSDs characteristic of convective,
transition, and stratiform rain, and for rainfall intensities of
10 mm h−1 and 100 mm h−1. In contrast to the JWD, as ex-
pected, the effect of high-velocity small drops is limited to a
decrease of the number of drops smaller thanD1 = 0.6 mm.
As for the JWD, the effect is mostly visible in convective
and stratiform rain. This is to be expected as the gamma
distribution characteristic for transition rainfall has a high
µ, indicating a relatively small number of small drops. An-
other aspect of these graphs is that the effect of turbulence-
induced variations in fall velocities becomes apparent, and is
more important than the effect of high-velocity small drops
at lower rainfall intensities. This can be concluded from the
fact that there is a difference between the lines correspond-
ing to distributions where turbulence is ((ii) and (iv)) and is
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Fig. 5. As Fig.4, but for simulated 2DVD measurements.
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Fig. 6. As Fig.4, but for simulated measurements from vertically-pointing Doppler radar.

not ((i) and (iii), respectively) taken into account. Especially
at 10 mm h−1 (top panels of Fig.5), this difference is larger
than the difference between the lines corresponding to distri-
butions where high speed small drops are ((iii) and (iv)) and
are not ((i) and (ii), respectively) taken into account (see also
Table1).

4.3 Doppler spectra

Doppler radars can be used to estimate drop size distributions
(e.g.Sheppard, 1990; Doviak and Zrnic, 1993). A Doppler
spectrum as measured by a vertically-pointing radar is the re-

flectivity per vertical velocity class. DSDs are derived from
Doppler spectra by assuming a monotonic relation between
drop diameter and fall velocity. The modified fall velocities
suggested byMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009) will influence
this Doppler spectrum through shifting some of the power
from the low-velocity classes to higher velocity classes. We
will analyse the effect of this shift in power, but we ex-
pect it to be minor (as was also stated byMontero-Mart́ınez
et al., 2009). Because radars sample a volume of air,fV (x)

(Eq. (3)) will be used as the distribution of velocity ratios for
the simulation of Doppler spectra.
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Figure6 shows comparisons of DSDs derived from simu-
lated Doppler spectra from a vertically-pointing radar given
the different distributions of velocity ratios (see Table1) for
gamma DSDs characteristic of convective, transition, and
stratiform rain, and for rainfall intensities of 10 mm h−1 and
100 mm h−1. It is immediately clear from these graphs that
the effect of high-velocity small drops is small. But the
most striking aspect of these graphs is the very large effect
of turbulence-induced velocity variations. Even very low-
intensity turbulence (σv = 0.3 m s−1, see Sect.2) causes large
overestimations of the DSD for drops smaller than 1 mm. It
can hence be safely stated that for Doppler spectra-derived
DSDs the effect of high-velocity small drops is negligible
compared to the effect of turbulence-induced velocity varia-
tions.

5 Effect on derived retrieval relations

Table3 shows the coefficientsa and exponentsb of power-
law relations betweenR and the remote sensing bulk rainfall
variablesZ, k27, andkopt. Only the coefficients of the derived
Z−R power-law relation are affected by high-velocity small

drops. This effect is of the same order of magnitude as the
effect of the finite classes of the JWD forZ−R relations, and
even larger forkopt−R power-law relations. As expected, the
effect on all power-law retrieval relations based on 2DVD-
derived DSDs is minor. The variation in power-law rela-
tions betweenk27 andR is limited. This can be explained
by the fact that these relations have little dependence on the
shape of the underlying DSD (Atlas and Ulbrich, 1977; Lei-
jnse et al., 2007b), as opposed toZ−R andkopt−R relations
(Leijnse et al., 2007a; Uijlenhoet et al., 2010). As was shown
in Sect.4.3, turbulence-induced velocity variations can play
a role, and greatly affect thekopt−R relations derived from
vertically-pointing Doppler radar.

Figure7 shows the errors in the retrievedR that occur be-
cause of the use of an inappropriate relation

1R =

(
X

aX

)1/bX

−

(
X

aX,true

)1/bX,true

, (23)

whereX can beZ, k27, or kopt, andaX andbX are values
from Table3. This figure shows the effect of errors inZ−R,
k27−R, andkopt−R relations derived from ideal (i.e. in-
finitesimal diameter classes) and real JWD measurements, as
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Table 3. Coefficientsa and exponentsb of fitted Z −R, k27−R, andkopt−R relations for different simulated DSDs (see Table1 for the
meaning of (i)–(iv)). Fits were carried out by linear regression of log(Z), log(k27), and log(kopt) on log(R).

storm type DSD type distribution aZ bZ ak27 bk27 akopt bkopt

Convective

true 251 1.41 0.135 1.07 0.97 0.713

JWD (ideal)
(ii) 252 1.41 0.135 1.06 0.96 0.713
(iii) 246 1.41 0.134 1.07 0.97 0.712
(iv) 247 1.41 0.134 1.07 0.97 0.713

JWD (real)

(i) 254 1.41 0.135 1.06 0.94 0.717
(ii) 255 1.41 0.136 1.06 0.94 0.718
(iii) 249 1.41 0.134 1.07 0.95 0.717
(iv) 249 1.41 0.135 1.06 0.95 0.717

2DVD
(ii) 252 1.41 0.135 1.07 0.96 0.714
(iii) 252 1.41 0.135 1.07 0.95 0.715
(iv) 252 1.41 0.135 1.07 0.95 0.716

Doppler
(ii) 253 1.39 0.132 1.07 2.23 0.545
(iii) 252 1.41 0.135 1.07 0.96 0.713
(iv) 254 1.39 0.132 1.07 2.18 0.545

Transition

true 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.17 0.630

JWD (ideal)
(ii) 156 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.16 0.630
(iii) 153 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.17 0.629
(iv) 154 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.17 0.630

JWD (real)

(i) 156 1.54 0.125 1.09 1.15 0.632
(ii) 157 1.54 0.125 1.09 1.15 0.633
(iii) 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.16 0.632
(iv) 155 1.54 0.125 1.09 1.15 0.632

2DVD
(ii) 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.16 0.630
(iii) 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.16 0.631
(iv) 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.15 0.632

Doppler
(ii) 159 1.51 0.121 1.10 1.65 0.556
(iii) 155 1.54 0.124 1.09 1.16 0.630
(iv) 159 1.51 0.121 1.10 1.63 0.559

Stratiform

true 425 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.701

JWD (ideal)
(ii) 426 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.701
(iii) 420 1.41 0.157 1.03 0.73 0.700
(iv) 421 1.41 0.157 1.03 0.73 0.700

JWD (real)

(i) 429 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.71 0.705
(ii) 431 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.71 0.705
(iii) 424 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.703
(iv) 425 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.704

2DVD
(ii) 425 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.702
(iii) 426 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.703
(iv) 426 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.71 0.704

Doppler
(ii) 421 1.38 0.155 1.04 1.53 0.549
(iii) 425 1.41 0.158 1.03 0.72 0.701
(iv) 422 1.38 0.155 1.04 1.50 0.550
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well from a 2DVD and a vertically-pointing Doppler radar.
Essentially, this figure is a summary of the effect of the dif-
ferent retrieval relations of Table3. The effects of the finite
drop diameter classes, of high-velocity small drops, and of
turbulence-induced velocity variations are of the same order
of magnitude for the JWD. The absolute magnitude of the er-
rors caused by the use of erroneous retrieval relations is very
small, and will be completely masked by other sources of er-
ror in any practical situation (Krajewski and Smith, 2002;
Salles and Creutin, 2003; Uijlenhoet et al., 2003; Leijnse
et al., 2007b, 2008; Uijlenhoet et al., 2010). The large ef-
fect of the turbulence-induced velocity variations on retrieval
relations based on Doppler spectra apparent from Table3 is
not shown in Fig.7, because the maximum errors for these
relations are between 10 mm h−1 and 15 mm h−1 (which is
orders of magnitude larger than the other errors presented in
this graph).

6 Conclusions

It has recently been shown byMontero-Mart́ınez et al.(2009)
that small raindrops may fall significantly faster than their
theoretical terminal fall velocities because small drops are
often the result of the breakup of fast-moving large rain-
drops. We have fitted lognormal distributions of velocity ra-
tios to the data presented in Fig. 2 ofMontero-Mart́ınez et al.
(2009). The parameters of these distributions depend on both
drop size and rainfall intensity. From these distributions a
correction method for Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer data has
been developed. This correction method has been applied
to JWD data for a squall line (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003). The
scaling-law formalism was applied to these corrected JWD
data and compared with results fromUijlenhoet et al.(2003),
who carried out the same analyses. Both exponential and
gamma DSDs were fitted in this framework, for three types
of rainfall that occurred within this event. The correction is
seen to yield different results, depending on the precipitation
type. Especially the µ-parameter of fitted gamma DSDs is
affected by the correction.

Using the derived gamma DSDs for the three different
precipitation types, disdrometer measurements and Doppler
spectra have been simulated to quantify the effect of the
breakup-induced deviations from theoretical velocities on re-
trieved raindrop size distributions. This effect has only a
minor influence on Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer, 2-D Video
Distrometer, and Doppler spectra measurements. The result-
ing effect on retrievedZ−R, k27−R, andkopt−R power-law
relations is also minor, and much smaller than that related to
other issues such as systematic deviations from the theoreti-
cal vt (D)-relation over the entire range of drop sizes (Salles
and Creutin, 2003), drop sampling effects (Tokay et al., 2005;
Uijlenhoet et al., 2006), or other sources of error (Krajew-
ski and Smith, 2002; Leijnse et al., 2007b, 2008; Uijlenhoet
et al., 2010). For the JWD, the effect of high-velocity small

raindrops is of the same order of magnitude as that of the
finite drop size classes, and that of the turbulence-induced
velocity variations. For Doppler spectra-derived retrieval re-
lations, the effect of turbulence is much larger than that of
high-velocity small drops. Furthermore, the errors in radar
rainfall estimates caused by the slight differences inZ −R

relations are very small compared to the errors caused by
DSD variability (Uijlenhoet et al., 2003). Therefore it can be
concluded that for remote sensing applications, the effect of
high-velocity small drops is negligible.

It would be interesting to repeat the analyses ofMontero-
Mart́ınez et al.(2009) in different places, as raindrops falling
in Mexico City may differ from those elsewhere. It could
be argued that the effect shown byMontero-Mart́ınez et al.
(2009) might be enhanced by the fact that pollution alters the
surface tension of water, resulting in more frequent breakup
of drops (e.g.Pruppacher and Klett, 1997).
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